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Abstract:
Background: The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale or NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) is a
widely used tool for assessing stroke severity. We conducted this study to determine the severity
of stroke patients admitted in a tertiary care hospital.
Methods: This is a cross sectional study conducted in Department of Neurology, Dhaka Medical
College Hospital from April 2016 to October 2016 involving 91 acute stroke patients.
Result: About half (44%) of the patients were older than 60 years of age and mean age of the
patients was 60.34(±16.1) years at onset and there is a slight female predominance (51.6%).
Majority had hypertension (75.8%) followed by physical inactivity (67%), diabetes (37.4%), smoking
(33%), obesity (23.1%), family H/O stroke (20.9%) and dyslipideamia (15.4%). Many patients
were found to have hyperglycemia (14.3%) followed by hyperthermia (13.2%), hypotension (4.4%)
and low oxygen saturation (3.3%) at the time of admission. Most of them had ischemic stroke
(60%), followed by intracerebral hemorrhage (35%) and subarachnoid hemorrhage (5%). After
leveling with NIHSS score more than half of the patients (51%) were found to be moderate grade
on admission. Although, there was no association between risk factors of stroke and admission
NIHSS score level, significant association was found between hypoxia and admission NIHSS
score severity.
Conclusion: Acute stroke patients, mostly have moderate grade of NIHSS score on admission.
Hypertension, physical inactivity, diabetes, smoking, obesity, family H/O stroke and dyslipideamia
are common risk factors observed among the patients which have no significant association with
admission stroke severity determined by NIHSS score. There is significant association between
hypoxia and admission NIHSS score severity.
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Introduction:
Stroke is the second commonest cause of death
(9%) and a major cause of disability worldwide1.
The prevalence of stroke is 3 per 1000 above
the age of forty in Bangladesh 2. The age
adjusted annual death rate from stroke in UK
is about 200 per 100,000 (12% of all death) 1.
Annually 16.3 million people suffer from stroke
worldwide, among which 11.2 million events
occur in developing countries like ours and
about 5.8 million people die of stroke each year,
the two third of which occurs in developing
nations3 . An estimated 64.5 million stroke
patients survived an acute stroke event and
living with varying degree of disability3. The
burden is projected to rise from 38 million DALY
(Disability Adjusted Life Year) in 1990 to 61
million DALY in 20204.
When patient-level stroke outcomes are
assessed, initial stroke severity is one of the
variables that must be taken into account in
adjusting outcomes for differences in group of
patients5-6. This adjustment is critical, because
it is well established that stroke severity at onset
influences many outcomes, including mortality,
length of hospital stay, type and severity of
deficit, and eventual functional recovery.7-12
Although initial stroke severity can be validly
assessed in prospective studies, requisite
variables are not typically recorded in an
established and widely accepted way in most
patient care settings.
The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale
or NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS) is a tool used by
healthcare providers to objectively quantify the
impairment caused by a stroke. The NIHSS is
composed of 11 items, each of which scores a
specific ability between a 0 and 4. For each item,
a score of 0 typically indicates normal function
in that specific ability, while a higher score is
indicative of some level of impairment. The
individual scores from each item are summed
in order to calculate a patient’s total NIHSS
score. The maximum possible score is 42, with
the minimum score being a 0. The NIHSS is a
well validated and commonly used stroke
impairment scale that sums the scores from
individual elements of the neurological
examination to provide an overall stroke
impairment score.13-14
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Here we have tried to find out the admission
severity of stroke patients with regards to NIHSS
score and associated co-morbid conditions
among these patients at Neurology inpatient
department of Dhaka Medical College Hospital.
Methods:
This Hospital based cross sectional study was
done in a total of 91 patients suffering from
acute stroke admitted in neurology department
of Dhaka Medical College Hospital, Dhaka from
April 2016 to October 2016. We included the
patients of both sexes aged 20 years or above,
who had clinical sign symptoms of acute stroke
admitted within 24 hours of onset and
confirmed by CT scan. Patient were examined
and registered in the study procedure within
24 hour of hospital admission. Patients who got
admitted after 24 hours of stroke onset and
those not giving any consent were excluded from
the study. The stroke severity in each patient
was assessed by residents in neurology who are
specially trained to asses the stroke patients
with NIHSS. The residents were further
supervised and monitored by consultant
neurologists. Semi-structured questionnaires
were formed that include all the variables of
interest. This questionnaire was used for
collection of information by interviewing
patients. No data or any information was
collected without permission of the participant.
Participation in this study was fully voluntary.
The respondents were entirely free to withdraw
their participation at any time of the study.
Written informed consent was taken from each
patient. Prior to consent they were explained
the aim and purpose of the study.
Confidentiality was assured and anonymity was
maintained; no participants were identified in
any report or publication under this study. After
collection of information, these data were
checked, verified for consistency and edited for
finalized result. After editing and coding, the
coded data were entered directly into the
computer by using SPSS/PC software. Data
cleaning validation and analysis were performed
using the SPSS/PC software and graph and
chart by MS excel. The results were presented
in tables and graphs. Chi-square test was
performed and compared at 5% level of
significance (p<0.05).

Assessment of Initial Stroke Severity by NIHSS Score at Admission

Results
This study involved 91 patients aged above 20
years. About half (44%) of the patients were
elder than 60 years of age and mean age of the
patients was 60.34(±16.1) years at onset with a
range of 24 to 76 years and there is a slight
female predominance (51.6%) with M:F ratio of
1:1.06 (Table-1). While considering the
distribution of risk factors, majority had
hypertension (75.8%) followed by physical
inactivity (67%), diabetes (37.4%), smoking
(33%), obesity (23.1%), family H/O stroke
(20.9%) and dyslipideamia (15.4%). Only 6.6%
were alcoholic and 4.4% had atrial fribriation
(Figure-1). Many patients were found to have
hyperglycemia
(14.3%)
followed
by
hyperthermia (13.2%), hypotension (4.4%) and
low oxygen saturation (3.3%) at the time of
admission (Figure-2). Most of them had
ischemic stroke (60%), followed by intracerebral
hemorrhage (35%) and subarachnoid
hemorrhage (5%) (Figure-3). After leveling with
NIHSS score more than half of the patients
(51%) were found to be moderate grade, followed
by moderate-severe (22%), minor (16%) and
severe (11%) (Figure-4). Though subsequent
analysis did not reveal any significant
association between risk factors of stroke and
admission NIHSS score level (Table-2), there was
significant association between hypoxia and
admission NIHSS score severity (Table-3). But
no association was found between
hyperthermia, hypotension and hyperglycemia
and admission NIHSS score level (Table-3).
Discussion
This was a hospital based observational study,
done in Dhaka Medical College Hospital
involving ninety one acute ischemic stroke
patients. After evaluation of subjects in terms
of age and gender in this study with similar
studies, was observed that age and gender of
patients was like other studies15-18.
The age and sex distribution of our study
patients were similar to the report of Altafi D et
al15.In his report 50% had hypertension, 13%
diabetes, 18% hyperlipidemia, 14% a recent MI
history and 31% had smoking history. Similar
to this study, Gresham et al. 16 reported
hypertension, hypertensive cardiovascular
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disease, coronary heart disease, obesity,
diabetes mellitus, arthritis, left ventricular
hypertrophy by ECG, and congestive heart
failure as more frequent comorbidities in stroke
patients.
In study of Monshi-Karimi17 results indicated
that 17.4% were with hyper lipidemia, 43.5%
with hypertension, 41.3% with diabetes Miletus
and 45.7% were smokers. In Li study18 15.2%
of cases were with previous CVA history, 63.2%
with hypertension and 12.4% with diabetes
history. The Atanassova study 19 (NSCT)
illustrated that 48.8% of patients with CVA
history were smokers. Meiklejohn study 20
(Schlegel et al., 2003) showed the frequency of
6.6% diabetes, 50% smoking, 41.5%
hypertension history, 13.2% hyperlipidemia
history and 14.2% of subjects had no risk factor.
Evaluation of current and other studies showed
that the hypertension is one of the most
prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors that
this is probably due to the high prevalence of
this disease in older patients. History of previous
MI incidence in this study was frequent.
Stöllberger study21 showed in their study that
intracranial hemorrhage was more prevalent in
diabetic. Schlegel study22 stated that any major
complication such as infection, MI, recurrent
stroke and respiratory failure leading to
increased level of NIHSS and also reduced level
discharge of patients possibility. The Admission
severity determined by NIHSS score in our study
was also similar to the report of Altafi D et al15.
Like our study his analysis also could not find
any significant relationship between NIHSS
score category and risk factors that the patients
had on admission.
There were several limitations in this study.
First of all, this study measured only admission
NIHSS score which was not compared with a
very short term outcome of acute stroke patients
during hospital stay. A long term follow up study
is required for making further comments.
Secondly, the sample size was relatively small
and the duration of the study was short.
Moreover, the study was a single center study
which might
not reflect the actual
epidemiological and clinical picture.
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Conclusion
Acute stroke patients, who get admitted in
tertiary care hospital mostly have moderate
grade NIHSS score level. Hypertension, physical
inactivity, diabetes, smoking, obesity, family H/
O stroke and dyslipideamia are common risk
factors observed among the patients which have
no significant association with admission stroke
severity determined by NIHSS score. There is
significant association between hypoxia and
admission NIHSS score severity.
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